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Foreword Governor Jeb Bush
The needs of our country’s 130,000 schools are as diverse as the 50 million students who attend them. Whether in 
the struggling schools of Detroit or the yet-to-be-built classrooms in booming North Dakota, placing students at the 
center of the learning process means connecting them to the highest quality resources, instructors and courses.
 
Course Access promises states and schools a powerful tool for offering every student every course they need to 
excel in the 21st century. By coupling state-of-the-art technology with innovative policy, states are using Course 
Access programs to allow schools to offer courses far beyond what was previously possible.
 
Students are able to attend their traditional school, but are given the opportunity to access courses beyond any 
limitations of their school. Parents and their children can browse statewide course catalogs, exploring potential-
ly limitless combinations of opportunities. They can design each child’s educational pathway, while considering 
course schedules, extracurricular activities, learning environments and other interests. For students in Michigan, 
Minnesota and Louisiana, this is becoming reality.
 
Having a high-quality education must no longer depend on location. For the next generation of students, the in-
ternational stakes are too high to restrict access to great courses based on ZIP code. They will compete against the 
best and brightest. They will build things that we can’t even imagine and take jobs that didn’t exist five years ago.
 
Today’s students need access to the country’s best physics teachers. They need to be inspired by teachers who 
make history come alive. Their access to AP Courses, foreign language or STEM teachers should not be restricted 
by the supply of specialized instructors.
 
Creating a versatile and imaginative education system that equips students to rise and succeed in the 21st century 
requires visionary policy and state leadership. Course Access promises to deliver on that challenge.
 
This report documents how states are leading the way as laboratories for innovation and using Course Access 
to focus learning on the needs of students. It is a resource for states to craft their own policies. With state-driv-
en leadership and cooperation, we can achieve the promise of this program, hold providers accountable for 
high-quality courses and ensure equity of access for every student.
 
We are in the early stages of Course Access programs, and there are still lessons to be learned, but every indicator 
so far shows us that Course Access will be a game changer for students in America, allowing them to truly be the 
center of education.
 

Jeb Bush
Former Florida Governor and Chairman of the Foundation for Excellence in Education



Foreword Secretary Richard W. Riley
Education systems in America have many roles and responsibilities, including preparing students today for the 
world of tomorrow. Our students must gain the skills and knowledge to advance in today’s world, but they also 
must be prepared to respond to future challenges and opportunities that we can’t yet imagine.

A rigorous, well-rounded K-12 curriculum is a foundation for this preparation. However, the number and variety 
of courses that school systems can offer have been limited by insufficient funding, teacher recruitment, and other 
scarce resources. 

 A recent U.S. Department of Education report tells us that, nationwide, only half of our high schools offer calcu-
lus, a little more offer physics, and too many students do not attend schools that offer the full range of math and 
science courses to prepare students for college - Algebra I , geometry, Algebra II, calculus, biology, chemistry, and 
physics. This especially affects underserved youth from minority groups and in high-need areas. One-quarter of 
our high schools with the highest percentage of black and Latino students do not offer Algebra II; a third of these 
schools do not offer chemistry. The same situation is true with regard to courses in music and the other arts, for-
eign languages, and so forth.

It is a matter of justice and fairness for our students and an economic imperative for our states and our nation that 
we close these opportunity gaps.

“Course Access” can be one solution. As explained in this report, Course Access refers to state-level programs that 
provide students with expanded course offerings across learning environments from a diverse group of providers. 
In other words, Course Access allows students to stay enrolled in their schools while also having access to courses 
and providers that have been vetted and will be held accountable by state authorities. By supplementing tradition-
al school course offerings with options from partnering providers, Course Access programs can increase dramati-
cally the learning opportunities available to students. 

Through my role as Chair of the Commission on the Regulation of Postsecondary Distance Education in 2012 and 
2013, I saw the positive action that can result when different stakeholders work together to develop reciprocity 
among states that will increase access, maintain quality, and be less costly and burdensome. (That action is under-
way in the higher education arena and more information about that effort can be found in this report.) 

Similar collaborative efforts around state Course Access policies and practices are vitally important. I am hopeful 
that this report can spur on more collaboration, including across state and district lines, to improve programs and 
expand opportunities for students. I encourage states, districts, schools, and other education partners to consider 
seriously the recommendations in this report. 

Richard W. Riley
Former U.S. Secretary of Education
Former Governor of South Carolina
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Executive Summary

American education faces a host of unprecedented pressures as educators seek to meet the needs and harness the 
opportunities of the 21st century. Public schools are being asked to implement new rigorous college and career ready standards, 
help all students customize and personalize their learning experiences, address long-standing opportunity and achievement 
gaps, identify new ways for teachers to grow in their profession, incorporate technology in meaningful ways, and do it all on 
tightened budgets. Navigating these currents requires creativity, flexibility, and – in our digital age, perhaps most importantly – a 
willingness to do things differently. New “Course Access” programs present an opportunity for states to do just that.  

Course Access is a state-level program that provides students with expanded course offerings across learning 
environments from diverse, accountable providers.1 These programs promise to offer students expanded curricular 
opportunities and alternatives that meet their unique learning styles and needs. Participating students have the right to 
enroll in qualifying courses and earn full class credit for courses completed through the program. Most state Course Access 
programs have only recently been implemented, and best practices are still emerging. Success will depend on academically 
rigorous course offerings within a high quality curriculum, strong approval and monitoring systems for providers, attention 
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to the needs of different learners (including students with disabilities and English language learners), research on what 
constitutes quality digital learning, effective system integration, and proactive engagement with students, parents, districts, 
schools, and other important stakeholders.

Starting with Minnesota in 2006, Course Access legislation has spread throughout the country, with eight other states passing 
or considering legislation in the last three years. States from Utah to Florida and Michigan to Texas have created Course 
Access programs with support from state legislators. In Louisiana – a pioneering state in Course Access that incorporates in-
person, online, and blended courses into its program – students are using its groundbreaking program to take everything from 
Advanced Placement (AP) French to ACT Prep to vocational classes that train them to become “the Lebron James of welding.”2 

Many states are in the early phases of Course Access inquiry and deliberation, with some just beginning to consider state policy 
options while others have actively enrolled students. To take advantage of this pivotal moment in time, we have developed 
this paper with the belief that policymakers and program developers may be able to learn from early implementers and 
cull lessons from other relevant education innovations. These lessons, along with the prospect of meaningful collaboration 
(informed by research and experience) will be important in shaping the development of Course Access state policies and 
relevant infrastructures to maximize student success in the years to come.  

State Course Access programs hold great promise to expand learning opportunities for students (particularly those who have 
been traditionally underserved), but present significant challenges in design and administration. This paper is intended to 
serve as a resource for states and districts to make informed, system-aligned policy decisions to help their Course Access 
programs succeed in creating new, meaningful educational opportunities for students. Correspondingly, we hope to advance 
an important and growing dialogue by calling attention to key issues associated with pursuing systemic reform – advancing 
rigor and quality of delivery, identifying and promoting efficiencies through cross-state and state-district collaboration, and 
synthesizing key takeaways from prior experiences. We expect that a focused and meaningful dialogue on these issues will 
help ensure the sustainability and overall effectiveness of states’ Course Access efforts to secure better outcomes for students 
across the state.  

The paper is organized as follows:

I.  Understanding Course Access: An Overview Of The Digital Learning and Emerging Course Access Programs draws 
on research into the experience of states and districts in the past few years to describe the landscape for Course 
Access programs. Part A reviews trends in state and district efforts to create digital learning opportunities, noting 
both the opportunities for meaningful expansion of access to rigorous coursework and the inherent challenges in 
establishing effective, equitable programs. Part B provides a short discussion of the emergence of Course Access 
programs, including a review of the key elements of state programs and what sets these programs apart from other 
efforts to increase digital learning opportunities.   

II.  Opportunities and Challenges in State Course Access Programs describes benefits and challenges offered by Course 
Access programs, with a focus on those relevant to state policymakers.   

Part A reviews unique opportunities, including:

• Broadening access to resources and experiences
• Opening opportunities for personalized learning programs  
• Establishing pathways for districts to share best practices and expand enrollment  
• Creating new positions and advancement opportunities for educators
•  Leveraging the potential for states, districts, and schools to work together to take advantage of efficiencies of 

scale and shared information

Part B describes central challenges, including:

• Creating meaningful foundations for system performance review and assessment
• Reducing – not exacerbating – system inequities (and learning gaps) 
• Adequately resourcing programs within state agencies
• Designing and implementing effective, sustainable funding strategies for student enrollments 
• Strategically engaging with important stakeholders – particularly school and district leaders, teachers and school 

counselors, and parents
• Staying out of politics (where possible)  
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Section II closes with a brief description of relevant lessons learned from the charter school movement and the 
federal Supplemental Educational Services (SES) program.

III.  Seven Recommended Core Components of Effective State Course Access Programs provides concrete 
recommendations to help states identify clear indicators of program effectiveness and develop strategies for assessing 
and monitoring providers’ progress on those indicators. The core components of effective Course Access programs 
likely include:

1. Meaningful and rigorous state review of prospective providers and/or courses 
2. Strong monitoring systems  
3. Flexible and sustainable funding models  
4. Alignment with the state’s broader education systems 
5. Deliberate and sustained engagement with districts and schools  
6. Effective communication with students and parents  
7. Clearly defined student eligibility

IV.  Recommendations to Inform the Creation of a Multistate Network describes how a multistate collaborative effort 
could help address challenges and seize opportunities, supporting states’ efforts to leverage an important moment in 
time in a rapidly evolving field that will offer more students the opportunity to benefit from high quality and diverse 
academic offerings. Core principles for this multistate effort include:

1. Ensuring that rigor and quality are at the core of any enterprise
2. Establishing clear, baseline goals and operational parameters that are capable of adaptation over time (based on 

technology evolution, evolving models, etc.)
3. Tapping into existing infrastructure, where possible rather than creating new layers of bureaucracy
4. Focusing on time-, resource-, and cost-efficient strategies 
5. Embedding a process of meaningful, evidence-based monitoring (including stakeholder engagement) on what’s 

working, what’s not, and where change is needed 

Section IV also discusses the possibility of the creation of a new reciprocity system for states pursuing Course 
Access programs.

V.  A Call to Action: Recommended Next Steps identifies concrete action steps for states and their partners to take, 
which include:

1. Formalize the establishment of a multistate network focused on Course Access programs, with clear goals, 
objectives, and strategic points of focus – which include ensuring educational quality, creating effective and 
efficient review processes, and leveraging the Network to address common areas of concern.  

2. Develop an action agenda for the multistate Network.
3. Engage with key stakeholders through robust outreach with relevant national organizations, states, and districts. 

Appendix A discusses interstate reciprocity systems and highlights two examples that may be especially instructive to a 
potential Course Access reciprocity system.  


